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5-Apr 4-Apr Chg 5-Apr 4-Apr Chg

 INDICES  FOREX

  FBM SHARIAH 11,787.46    11,793.63 -0.05%   RM/USD 4.0885      4.0822       0.15%

  FBM KLCI 1,641.81       1,645.07    -0.20%  COMMODITIES

  FBM EMAS 11,600.86    11,616.46 -0.13%   CPO/tonne (RM) 2,224.00   2,204.00    0.91%

  DJIA 26,424.99    26,384.63 0.15%   Oil/barrel (US$) 63.08         62.10          1.58%

  S&P 500 2,892.74       2,879.39    0.46%   Gold/ounce (US$) 1,291.75   1,292.28    -0.04%

  NASDAQ 7,938.69       7,891.78    0.59%   Rubber SMR20/kg (sen) 602.50      604.50       -0.33%
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 Corporate News 
 
Sunway to buy quarry and premix plant operator to penetrate into new markets 
Sunway is acquiring Blacktop Industries SB, which will allow the group's quarry division to penetrate into new markets 
by wider market coverage and additional capacity. Blacktop is in the business of production and selling of quarry 
aggregates and asphalt premix, as well as renting of mobile equipment. It also holds a 50% equity interest in both 
Blacktop Lanchang SB and Can Technical Services SB, as well as a 49% stake in TKM SB. (Source: The Edge) 

 
Vertice and main sub-con mutually terminate RM218.5m contract 
Vertice and Kumpulan Liziz SB have mutually agreed to terminate a sub-contract for the proposed upgrading works on a 
federal road from Gambang, Pahang, to Segamat, Johor, valued at RM218.48m. In April 3 last year, Vertice's wholly-
owned unit Vertice Construction SB was awarded a sub-contract job from Kumpulan Liziz, the main sub-contractor for 
the upgrading of the federal road known as Federal Road 12 (FR12). (Source: The Edge) 
 

GDEX forms strategic partnership with AirAsia's RedCargo Logistics 
Express delivery provider, GD Express Carrier (GDEX) has inked a strategic partnership with RedCargo Logistics, the 
cargo and logistics platform of AirAsia. In a joint statement, the new partnership, which begins from April 1, provides 
GDEX customers with access to AirAsia’s extensive network, allowing goods to be transported and delivered efficiently 
on more than 5,000 weekly flights across Asia Pacific. (Source: The Edge) 
 

Damansara Realty sells shop-office in JB to major shareholder 
Damansara Realty is disposing of a shop-office to one of its indirect major shareholders Datuk Daing A Malek Daing A 
Rahaman for RM2.64m in cash. Damansara Realty wholly-owned subsidiary Damansara Realty (Johor) SB (DRJ) had 
entered into a sale and purchase agreement today with Malek for the purpose of the disposal. (Source: The Edge) 
 

Japanese Govt fund takes up 30% stake in Tasco's unit for RM125m 
Tasco announced that the Japan Overseas Infrastructure Investment Corp for Transport & Urban Development (JOIN) is 
investing RM125m for a 30% stake in its wholly-owned unit, Tasco Yusen Gold Cold SB. JOIN's investment is strategic in 
nature and will allow it to establish a partnership with the Japanese Government fund in the cold chain and 
convenience retail logistics segments. (Source: The Edge) 
 
SunCon unit gets RM99.5m hotel project in Medini Iskandar 

Sunway Construction’s unit Sunway Construction SB has received an RM99.5m letter of award by Sunway Marketplace 
SB for the proposed construction of a hotel in Medini Iskandar, Johor Baru. Sunway Marketplace SB is an indirect 
subsidiary of Sunway Bhd, which in turn is a major shareholder of SunCon, making it a related party transaction. 
(Source: The Edge) 
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Yinson buys loss-making Singapore liftboat operator Ezion 
Yinson Holdings’s unit has acquired Singapore-based liftboats operator Ezion Holdings Ltd (EHL) by striking a deal with 
EHL’s lenders. Yinson Eden Pte Ltd (YEPL) made the acquisition by entering into a conditional debt conversion 
agreement and conditional option agreement with EHL. Upon completion of the debts conversion, YEPL will hold a 
minimum 70% stake in EHL’s enlarged share capital. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Scientex holds 61.89% stake in Daibochi after MGO 
Scientex has garnered valid acceptance of 61.89% shareholdings in Daibochi through its mandatory general offer in the 
form of a share swap, according to the latest filing with Bursa Malaysia. Under the MGO, Daibochi shareholders had the 
option to swap 5.5 of their shares for one Scientex share. The MGO also included a cash offer to acquire all outstanding 
Daibochi warrants at one sen per warrant. A total of 82 warrant holders holding 1.16m warrants, representing 4.24% of 
Daibochi’s total outstanding warrants, accepted the cash offer. (Source: The Edge) 
 

Alam Maritim gets RM240m EPCC contract 
Alam Maritim Resources has bagged a US$59m (RM240m) contract for the procurement, construction and installation 
of a pipeline system. The contract is for the Tembikai Non Associated Gas (TNAG) development by Vestigo Petroleum SB, 
a wholly-owned subsidiary of Petronas Carigali SB. The TNAG pipeline system will be installed from the new TNAG 
unmanned wellhead platform via a 60 km, 12” pipeline and fibre optic control cable. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Coastal Contracts bags charter contracts worth RM28m 
Coastal Contracts announced its units have bagged 3 charter contracts worth RM28m in total. Awarded to its wholly-
owned subsidiaries Pleasant Engineering SB, Coastal Transport (Sandakan) SB and Coastal Offshore Venture Pte Ltd are 
for 2 units of offshore support vessels and 1 unit of other vessel. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Sime Darby unit disposes of 53 percent stake in Sime Kubota for RM25.87m  
Sime Darby’s wholly-owned unit, Sime Darby Industrial Holdings SB, has disposed of a 53% stake in Sime Kubota SB to 
Kubota Corporation for RM25.87m. Following the disposal, Sime Kubota ceases to be an indirect wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Sime Darby but remains as a 40% associate company of Sime Darby. (Source: The Edge) 
 
JHM buys factory in Kedah to expand capacity  
JHM Consolidation is buying a factory in Kedah for RM16.6m cash as part of the group’s plan to expand its production 
area. The group signed a sale and purchase agreement with Bernas Wirama SB. The acquisition will not have any 
material effect on the net assets of the group and is not expected to have any material effect on the gearing of the 
group for the FY19. It is expected to be completed within 4 months. (Source: The Edge) 
 

Sanbumi inks JV agreement for mixed development in Penang  
Sanbumi Holdings’s unit Sanbumi Sawmill SB (SSSB) is going to jointly develop a proposed mixed development in 
Seberang Perai, Penang, worth an estimated RM127.81m, with a private firm Iconic Development SB (IDSB). SSSB inked 
a JV agreement today with IDSB for the proposed JV on the project, which comprises shop lots, offices and a budget 
hotel. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Pentamaster proposes 1 for 2 bonus issue  
Penang-based automation solution provider Pentamaster has proposed a 1 for 2 bonus issue of up to 158.29m new 
shares to be undertaken on a date to be determined later. The proposed bonus issue is intended to reward its 
shareholders and enable them to have greater participation in the equity of the group while maintaining their 
percentage of equity interest. (Source: The Edge) 

 
PetChem executes first phase loan repayment 
PetChem 50%-owned unit has executed the first phase of financing from various export credit agencies (ECAs) and 
banks for the repayment of a US$1 billion bridge loan. Its unit Pengerang Petrochemical Company SB (PPC) had 
procured the first phase of the project financing amounting to US$400m from various ECAs and commercial banks of 
which the financing document for the US$200m was executed on April 1, 2019. The subsequent financing document for 
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US$200m is expected to be executed by end of April 2019. (Source: The Edge) 
 
AWC bags RM29.8m job to provide hydraulic services 

Engineering services group AWC has bagged a RM29.87m contract to provide hydraulic services. Its wholly-owned 
subsidiary Qudotech SB was awarded the contract by Lendlease Projects (M) SB. The works under the trade contract is 
to be completed by June 21, 2021. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Willowglen bags RM5.16m job from Samsung 
Willowglen MSC's wholly-owned subsidiary Willowglen Services Pte Ltd has bagged a RM5.16m contract from Samsung 
C&T Corp for the lump sum subcontract for BIMS & Marshalling panel design. The contract was awarded with 
commencement on Oct 6 and will be completed by March 31 next year. (Source: The Edge) 
 

KIP REIT to save RM1.2m a year on electric bill with solar PV system 
KIP Real Estate Investment Trust (KIP REIT) is set to save about RM1.2m a year on its electricity bill after successfully 
installing a 2.73 megawatt (MW) peak solar photovoltaic (PV) system at 6 of its assets in December last year. The assets 
are KIP Marts in Tampoi, Kota Tinggi, Masai, Senawang and Melaka, as well as KIP Mall in Bangi. (Source: Bernama) 
 
MMC Corp unit seeks arbitration to recover RM52m owed by client  
MMC Corp, via its indirect wholly-owned JP Logistics SB (JPL), is seeking arbitration to get, among others, a payment of 
RM52.08m, together with costs and interests, from a client for on-shore services rendered that have yet to be paid for. 
The client is CCJV P1 Engineering and Construction SB. JPL has filed a notice of arbitration to commence arbitration 
proceedings against CCJV. (Source: The Edge) 

 
Sino Hua-An diversifies into tech and F&B, buys TGIF and Teh Tarik Place 
In a bid to reduce its reliance on a single business, metallurgical coke manufacturer Sino Hua-An International is 
planning to diversify into the food and beverage and mobile app segments by acquiring 2 companies for a total of 
RM14m cash. The red-chip company had signed a share purchase agreement with Chaswood Resources SB (CRSB), 
which owns TGI Friday in Malaysia and Teh Tarik Place, to acquire the entire stake in Bistromalones (PJ) SB for RM8m. 
(Source: The Edge) 
 
MyEG invests in China-based education tech group, Jingle Magic 

MyEG Services, through its wholly-owned unit MyEG Capital SB is investing ¥10m (RM6.1m) in China based education 
technology group Jingle Magic (Beijing) Technology Co. The Beijing-based Jingle Magic is mainly involved in the 
development of Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR) and Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based educational 
equipment and software. (Source: The Edge) 
 

Petron gets court to strike out RM109m suit by Konsortium Lord-Saberkat 
Petron has received approval from the Kuala Lumpur High Court to strike out a suit by Konsortium Lord-Saberkat SB 
(Lord Saberkat) suing the former for RM109.18m. It had filed an application to strike out the suit. The High Court had 
allowed Petron’s application to strike out the suit filed by Lord Saberkat with costs. (Source: The Edge) 
 

Pintaras Jaya's Singapore unit bags 5 piling contracts worth S$16m 
A Singapore unit of Pintaras Jaya has been awarded 5 piling contracts worth a total of S$16m (approximately RM48m). 
Its wholly-owned subsidiary Pintary International Pte Ltd secured the 5 bored piling contracts through the group's sub-
subsidiary Pintary Foundations Pte Ltd. (Source: The Edge) 
 

Scomi-Prasarana monorail dispute comes to an end with new RM303m contract 
A year long dispute between Prasarana Malaysia and Scomi Engineering has come to an end with the signing of a new 
contract worth RM303m between the 2 parties. The transport infrastructure provider and Scomi Group's wholly-owned 
subsidiary Scomi Transit Project SB (STP) today entered into a deal for Prasarana to acquire 7 new 4-car train sets for 
the Rapid KL Monorail route and STP to repair 5 sets of 4-car trains that have stopped operating since January last year. 
(Source: The Edge) 
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Vizione says RM15m linked to graft probe paid to Consortium Zenith just a security deposit 
Vizione, whose subsidiary was mentioned in a cheating case linked to a graft probe on the Penang undersea tunnel, 
clarified today that the RM15m reportedly paid out from its subsidiary's account was actually a security deposit it paid 
for a certain work package under the Penang Mega Infrastructure (PMI) project. Specifically, the sum was paid in 2017 
from the account of wholly-owned Vizione Construction SB to a nominee of the main contractor of the PMI project, 
Consortium Zenith Construction SB, for Package 1 of the PMI project. (Source: The Edge) 
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